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CARE INSTRUCTIONS  

JANGAL Laminate  
 

General information 

With little time and effort you can help to keep your new laminate floor beautiful for a long time. A room temperature 

of 18-25°C with a relative humidity of 50-70% ensures your personal well-being and a healthy, pleasant room 

climate. This means that you can also offer your laminate flooring optimum conditions, because at higher humidity 

the wood-based panels of the floors, like all wood-based materials, tend to swell. Low air humidity - air conditioning 

systems and underfloor heating systems must be observed here - lead to shrinkage at high temperatures at the 

same time. The use of humidifiers is recommended during the heating period. 

 

Better avoid dirt than remove it!  

Most of the dirt is transported from the outside into the apartment and kicked on the floor. So the best cleaning is 

to avoid dirt. Place a sufficiently large dirt-trapping mat in front of your apartment door. Please note: Dirt carried in 

can cause damage to all floor coverings. Small stones and the like work like sandpaper and lead to unattractive 

scratches. Chair, table and cupboard feet should be equipped with felt glides so that they can be easily moved and 

scratches prevented. Another tip: Remember to equip office chairs, file trolleys, roll containers etc. with soft running 

surfaces/rollers (DIN68131)! You can recognize them by their two-coloured structure. Old, hard and/or sharp-edged 

castors should be replaced with existing furniture. 

 

First cleaning after installation 

Before using for the first time, first remove sawdust, dust and dirt with a broom or vacuum cleaner with a suction 

nozzle for hard floors. Cleaning is then recommended to remove adhering dirt residues. To do this, the surface 

must be wiped with a a drip-free cloth. 

 

Is the application of care products necessary? 

Laminate floors do not require any maintenance treatment with film-forming cleaning and care products, polish or 

floor polish. 
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Ongoing cleaning in the living area 

Every floor covering is subject to natural wear, which depends on the quality of the floor covering and the load. 

Regular maintenance cleaning helps to maintain the value of the floor. 

 loose soiling 

Your new laminate flooring has a hard and dense surface. Therefore the dirt can only adhere with difficulty 

and is usually easy to remove. A vacuum cleaner suitable for hard floors, preferably with an effective dust 

filter and a suction nozzle for hard floors is suitable. With a well wrung out, non-dripping cloth you can 

easily and comfortably clean the floor from dust and loose dirt. 

 firmly adhering dirt 

Firmly adhering dirt must be removed by using the recommended cleaning agents. When selecting and 

using the cleaning agents, observe the instructions in this leaflet for initial cleaning after laying the laminate 

flooring! 

 stubborn soiling / stains 

In everyday life it can happen that stubborn dirt/stains are created when floors are used. This includes 

rubber abrasion, heel marks, nail polish and other varnishes, shoe polish, etc. 

Not all stubborn dirt/stains can be removed with the recommended laminate floor cleaning agents. In this 

case, please use a stain remover recommended for laminate floors! 
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